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Attendance: Angi Baxter, Gus Martinez-Padilla, Megan Beresford, Kent Sumner, Jodi Nelson, 
Michele Ribeiro, Tina Clawson, Jennifer Viña, Kami Hammerschmith, Eric Hansen, Ann 
Robinson, Melissa Yamamoto, Nancy Laurence, Victor Santana-Melgoza, Pat Ketcham, Linda 
Reid, Rebecca Sanderson 
 
Welcome 
 
Terryl Ross—Director of Diversity and Community—invited guest of Council 

Terryl Ross first discussed the context for diversity at OSU- in 2004 he wanted to take 
OSU to the next level in regard to diversity. Though people believed they knew what 
diversity was, many different definitions existed.  Also, there was no real synergy around 
diversity but many pockets of great activity.  Units and departments had diversity action 
plans but they often were not implemented very well. Terryl’s office has developed the 
Voices Project and also developed a Diversity Summit. 
 
As the employer survey has indicated OSU graduates are work-ready except in the 
areas of leadership and working effectively in diverse teams. 
 
Terryl indicated that he tries to work with a variety of people but that he has not had 
much success nor devoted a great deal of time working with students on issues of 
diversity.   
 
Question: Rebecca stated that one of the results from the Diversity, Multiculturalism, and 
Inclusivity Survey (June 2009) was that students reported that they believed that being 
able to work in diverse environments and with diverse people is important, they also 
indicated that they rarely took advantage of OSU offerings to learn more about diversity. 
So, the question was how do we get students to engage with opportunities to learn more 
about diversity? 
Terryl answered that he takes every opportunity to work with people from diverse 
populations 25% of the time. 
 
Question: How do you get students to the next level/step of working with diverse people? 
Answer: Every class should have a diversity module. We could do senior projects that 
address diverse communities and experiences, have that be part of the senior project. 
We could strengthen our extracurricular activities with more diversity and inclusion. OSU 
needs to have the same vision around diversity. Student Affairs staff can help by 
knowing what’s going on around campus, what the resources are and getting this 
information to the students. We need to mobilize the entire choir and start collaborating 
and sharing resources more. We do a lot, it’s just not coordinated very well.  
 
Response to Questions: 

1. What are the key elements to multicultural effectiveness/fluency training? 

a. Students are underprepared to deal with issues around diversity 
b. Training is not part of the OSU culture, there needs to be training more rather 

than knowledge and awareness building workshops. 



c. Most important thing in training is to help people recognize how they talk to 
people who are different from them. Different things have different meanings in 
different cultures. 

d. People want a formula for working with different people but there is no formula. 
a.   Consistent, constant training & ultimately one will find things that work 

for them. 
e. If you do diversity right, you’ll hear things you don’t like. What’s important is what 

you do with that information. 
 
2.   Do you have methods for training in those areas and what are the key 

elements of those methods? 
a. Do multiple things, individual diversity plans for people with personal goals, 

outcomes and a way to assess if you complete or have reached your goal. 
a. One event a quarter that’s different each quarter, next term do 2 things 

b. Have multiple methods to determine if you’ve accomplished your goal 
a. Power of the project is sitting in a room with people different from you 

and seeing what comes up for you. 
c. Whatever you do, let it lead to small group discussions because that is where the 

learning can take place, engaging with other people. 
d. Try to get people out of their comfort zones, learning is taking place when 

someone is uncomfortable. 
e. Race has to be talked about, it doesn’t have to be the only thing you talk about 

but you need to have open, honest communication about race. 
 

3.   How do you know if someone has become multicultural effective or fluent? Or 
that your training moved people along a continuum? 
a.   When you do diversity 101, do they come back to 102 
b.   Let the group do the talking, not the presenter or facilitator 
c.   Having authentic dialogues is very important 

 
4.  What would a multiculturally effective/fluent OSU graduate look like? 

a.  They are the leaders, focus on the LEAP agenda, it’s good--Our students should 
excel at the LEAP outcomes 

b.  When people are working with people who are different from them, they would be 
able to say they are sorry for making a mistake—we must learn to apologize 

5.  What should be reading? Or watching (e.g., videos)? 
a. Teaching for Social Justice 
b. Reading for Social Justice 
c. Our library has good multicultural books, utilize it 
d. People telling their own stories is good 
e. Utilize resources on campus such as Team Liberation, NCBI, SLI’s Strength 

Quest 

Assessment Plans/Reports 
We still need the completed rubrics from the departments that we reviewed in the fall. Send 
those to Angi. 

Angi will email you when you have your Plans/Reports ready to be reviewed. 

Next Meeting:  

February 10, 2010      9-10:30am  Poling Conference Room 


